
2024 Spring Concert
 Choreography Submission Form

Every choreography submission piece in the Spring Concert requires one of these forms.

Thank you for your interest in submitting choreography for Keshet’s 2024 Spring Concert!
The performances will take place on Friday, May 17th at 6:30 pm and Saturday, May 18th at
6:30 pm. You must attend all tech rehearsals and performances in order to perform.
To ensure that everyone has the opportunity to submit a piece, there is a limit of one piece per
choreographer, this is whether you are choreographing individually or collaborating with another
choreographer. At this time we are unable to accommodate multiple submissions from one
choreographer.

Please complete this form and turn it into the front desk by Sunday, March 31st.
Please submit a copy of your music by Friday, April 12th, 2024 to Laura. Music may be on a CD,
thumb drive, or as an attachment in an email (Laura@keshetarts.org).

To prevent the spread of seasonal viruses, we will be requiring everyone to wear a mask in
dressing rooms. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

Choreographer’s Name(s):_______________________________________________

Choreographer’s Email Address:___________________________________________

Title of Piece:__________________________________________________________

Length of the piece:______min, _______ seconds (Max length is 2:00 minutes)

Dancers’ Names:________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Music credit:___________________________________________________________

Brief Description of piece (dance style/what happens):___________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Costume Description:____________________________________________________
Please choose simple costumes that you can provide. If needed, Keshet can help provide basic
costume pieces.
Does your piece have any Props?:__________________________________________

Please initial each of the agreements below:

___ I understand that Keshet is a positive and community building environment and all participants are
held accountable for their behaviors. All participants are expected to abide by respectful behaviors. I
understand that if a participant is found engaging in negative behaviors and attitudes it is at the discretion
of the Artistic Director and Keshet staff to ask for the participant to be removed from the production.

____ By filling out this form I commit to the Full Spring Concert rehearsal and performance schedule. If you
have ANY questions please talk to Laura Orozco Garrett at Laura@KeshetArts.org
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